Charcoal Barbecue Tandoori Smoker & Grill
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Air vent 4x
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Handles 3x
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Skewers 12x
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Skewer bracket 1x
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Cooking grids 2x
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Temperature gauge 1x

Layer 1x

Lid 1x
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Cooking grid bracket 6x
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Charcoal pan 1x

Access door 1x

12
Fire bowl 1x

Screws & nuts

13

Parts list -

14

Clips 2x

Legs 3x

Check before starting to build

Screws & nuts

NOTE! Missing parts Tel 01282 478200 Email sales@rectella.com
Tools required to build are a cross headed screwdriver and a set of pliers.
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Fit the 3 x legs[pt14] to the base fire
bowl [pt12] using 1 x M5 x 25mm nut & bolt (top).
2 x M5 x 10mm nut & bolts (bottom).
Fit each air vent [pt1] (x3) using 1 x M5 x
10mm nut & bolt.
Fit the 2 x Clips [pt13] using the M4 x 10mm
nut & bolts each
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The charcoal pan [pt11] rests on the
3 long bolts at the top edge.
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Fit the fuel top-up access door [pt8] to layer
[pt10] using - 2 x M4 x 10mm nut & bolts.
Fit each handles [pt2] (x2) using 2 x M5 x
10mm nut & bolts, fit bolts from the inside.
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Fit the 6 x cooking grid
brackets [pt7] using one
M5 x 10mm nut & bolts
on each

Fit the clip catches [pt13] (x2) using 2 x M4 x
10mm nut & bolts.
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Fit to the lid [pt4] the top handle [pt2] (x1)
using 2 x M5 x 10mm nut & bolt, fit bolts from
the inside of lid.

Fit temperature gauge [pt3] by unscrewing
the assembly and placing the bracket inside
behind and finger tighten the supplied bolt.

Fit the top air vent [pt1](x1)
using 1 x M5 x 10mm nut & bolts.

Ensure the thermometer has the correct
orientation to view.
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Place the Tandoori skewer bracket [pt6] and
seat the 12 kebab skewers [pt5] in place & you
are ready to use.

The 4 different ways to use your barbecue
Tandoori, Smoker, Firepit and Barbecue.

Care and Maintenance

1. We recommended that the barbecue is first heated up and the fuel kept red hot for at least 30minutes before cooking on it.
2. To make it easier to clean your BBQ after use , line the fire-bowl with aluminium cooking foil, shiny side-up.
Remember to leave ventilation holes clear by piercing foil where necessary.
This process will lengthen the life of your BBQ and reflect the heat more efficiently onto the food.
3. Bar-Be-Quick charcoal is available in lumpwood form (large irregular pieces) and briquettes (uniform pieces).
As a guide lumpwood works best for quick cook foods such as sausages and burgers, whilst briquettes are more suitable for slow
cooking, smoking or roasting as they burn longer and hotter.
4. Do not use more than 2kg of charcoal with this BBQ. It is not advisable to completely fill the fire-bowl as the barbecue may become
too hot to cook successfully.
5. If the fire flares up due to dripping fat, douse the flames lightly with a fine water spray.
6. When you have finished cooking never poor cold water over the coals to extinguish, as this may damage your barbecue. Use sand,
old cinders or a fine water spray.
7. To clean your barbecue soak the grills and tools in hot soapy water as soon as possible after use.
Dry thoroughly and store in a dry place. Do not leave your BBQ outside unprotected, optional weather proof cover available from
www.barbequick.com/grillguide/product-category/barbecue-covers
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Important notice to printer regarding barcodes
Any printed barcode must be verified at commencement of each print
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This drawing and information it contains is the sole property of Rectella
International Ltd. and is not to be copied or reproduced either wholly
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